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Story	Premise	

The first kingdom of men is under siege. 

The barbarian tribes are unifying under a single banner, and the tide of blood threatens to 
overwhelm the only bastion of civilization. 

Without heroes, the land will fall. 

Enter Eardwulf, the son of a simple tanner, who answers the call and joins an elite group of 
warriors calling themselves The Rangers, trading his normal life for one of shadow and 

blade, to face the darkness before it destroys his home. 

But war seen through the eyes of a ranger is not as simple as it seems. 

  



Historical	Background	Information	
 
 RANGER is set in the fictional land of Chephyem (kep-hîm,) the first kingdom of 

man, forged from the unification of a half-dozen previously warring tribes. The six tribes 

now comprise the six shires of Chephyem. Each shire has its own unique cultural 

identity and more than one disdains the unification, which was achieved by conquest 

more than diplomacy. This unification occurred only in the last generation, and the 

squabbles and blood-feuds between the tribes still dominate the memories of most of 

the population. 

 After the war of unification ended, Chephyem did not know one day of peace. 

Though once no more than a disorganized nuisance, the barbarian tribes of the east 

immediately made war upon the new civilization in a way never seen before. The 

barbarians started executing well-planned raids and targeting specific installations of 

military significance. A mysterious leader is unifiying them, training them, and directing 

their insane rage. 

The barbarians are driven by a nonsensical desire to destroy civilization. 

 Or so the populace believes… 

 In reality, the barbarian’s mysterious new leader is a monster that the king of 

Chephyem created himself. 

 In the last months of the war of unification, King Adelwold set his sights on the 

lands of Genild, which he planned to make the seventh shire of Chephyem, but in their 

chief he finally met his match. The chief of Genild rallied his people and Chased 

Adelwold back to the safety of his own hold. Enraged by his loss and unwilling to give 

up, Adelwold ordered the assassination of the chief. Adelwold knew that the man had no 

children, that power would pass to the chief’s wife, Veleti, and that she would be much 



more amenable. Adelwold had met Veleti before, was taken by her beauty and 

intelligence, and wanted to absorb her lands by way of marriage. 

 Veleti refused in the worst way. 

 Filled with hot rage and dark purpose, Veleti ordered Adelwold’s messengers to 

be buried alive. She then recruited neighboring tribesmen and used her incredible 

natural wit to make Adelwold pay so dearly that the war finally ended. Adelwold had to 

settle for being crowned the king of only six unified shires, but Veleti would never stop. 

 More than a decade passed. The barbarians continued to raid, crippling the 

Chephyem military wherever they could while Veleti recruited more and more to her 

cause. Raids turned to skirmishes, skirmishes turned to battles, and battles have become 

all-out-war. 

  



Main	Character	
Eardwulf 

Eardwulf (or Eardwulf Tannerson) was born to the tanner, Eldred, and his wife, Sunniva, 

in the Daeran village of Lairk. Eardwulf had a fascination with two things: risking his own safety 

and pushing his limits. He’s been climbing trees since he could reach the lowest limbs, and 

would often wander into the forest alone to reach for the heights in peace. This past-time, 

growing up an only child, and his proclivity to wander too deeply into the forest, made his 

childhood a lonely one. It wasn’t until he grew into a young man that other kids started to warm 

up to him. 

Girls of a certain age started to notice the growing Eardwulf’s slim, athletic frame, curly 

hair, and intense green eyes. This gave him some popularity, and soon, kids of all types his age 

made an effort to include him in their activities. Eardwulf’s earnest nature earned him a few 

loyal friends, but it was Saewin who really occupied all his attention. Something about her red 

hair and freckles made it difficult to focus anywhere else. Luckily, she was interested in 

Eardwulf as well. In the heat of their youth, the two eventually let their passions take over, and 

they gave up their virginity atop the loft in Saewin’s family barn.  

Eardwulf took to tanning well enough, but didn’t seem to enjoy it, so Eardwulf’s father 

bought a new contraption for hunting game; a “bow.” He saw it as a way for him and his son to 

bond in the forest. The bow allowed ambush strikes from much farther away, and Eardwulf was 

taken by the amount of skill required to use it effectively. He practiced every chance his father 

gave him. The ammunition was expensive; this gave Eardwulf motivation to place his shots 

carefully and keep track of where the arrows landed. Pretty soon, he could take down nearly any 

game with a single shot. This, combined with training in tracking, made him a skilled hunter. 



Being part of the first generation born without knowledge of life before the Chephyem 

unification, Eardwulf is one of the few Daerans not to harbor a bitter resentment toward the king. 

In fact, as travelling merchants passed through the town, they would often tell fantastical stories 

of the king’s heroism and strength. Eardwulf became enamored with the legend of King 

Adelwold. Now, with the threat of barbarian tribes to the east, Eardwulf believes it is not only his 

duty to join the king’s army and protect his home, but also his chance to carve out a life of 

excitement and glory for himself. 

 
   

  



Supporting	Characters	
Herstrel 

 Herstrel was born in the Chep province before the war of unification and joined 

the Chep raiders while King Adelwod’s father was still chief. During that time, Herstrel 

proved himself not only an invaluable warrior, but a wise leader and tactician. When the 

chief died, Adelwold shifted the posture of the raiders toward a more standardized 

military force, and started making plans for his dream of unifying the neighboring tribes 

under a single banner. To everyone’s surprise, Adelwold did not make Herstrel a chief 

advisor or a general; instead, Herstrel seemed to shrink into obscurity and was rarely 

seen in the capital. Unknown to everyone except the new chief’s closest confidants, 

Herstrel was given leave to go into the shadows and form a secret paramilitary 

organization that takes orders only from Adelwold. The “Rangers” would be restricted to 

a small band of extremely talented individuals who would be handpicked by Herstrel, 

and undertake secret missions of assassination, guerilla warfare, and civil 

destabilization in enemy tribes. It was Herstrel who fired the arrow that killed Veleti’s 

husband. Now that the barbarians are waging total war against Chephyem, Adelwold 

has ordered Herstrel to increase the size of his force and expand the scope of his 

operations; to find a way to fracture Veleti’s new regime. 

 

Veleti 

Born into the Genild Clan, just east of what would later be called Chephyem, on 

the dry plains, Veleti was the daughter of two prominent warriors. Her parents’ ability 

during raids earned them positions close to the chief, and it was this relationship that 

first exposed Veleti to the chief’s son, Kriv, when they were both children. Veleti’s 



parents were not secretive about their desire for Veleti to one day marry the future chief, 

and the young girl was reluctant at first, but Kriv grew into a handsome, intelligent, and 

respectable young man. Veleti all but promised herself to him. Times changed. Veleti’s 

parents died on a raid into Vistulan, and Veleti had to live with her uncle, a crusty old 

warrior who no longer raided due to an injury. Later, Kriv’s father died and he was 

named chief. Taking Veleti as his wife was his first order of business, and he pulled her 

out of her miserable home to live with him. Veleti enjoyed status and ease of life. She 

had no interest in raiding, or the war waging to the west, but she dedicated herself to her 

husband, thankful for all he had done for her, and deeply in love. 

The self-proclaimed future king, Adelwold, announced his intentions to absorb 

Gineld into his new kingdom. Kriv, like most chiefs, wasn’t interested in being 

subordinate to Adelwold or paying his taxes, but agreed to meet for negotiation. Veleti 

accompanied her husband, and Adelwold almost paid more attention to her than he did 

to the talks, which quickly broke down. Adelwold declared war on Gineld, believing he 

would conquer them as he did so many other nations, but the Gineld people loved their 

chief, and they fought like demons to preserve their land. One day, while out hunting, 

Kriv’s entire party was eliminated by bow-wielding assassins. Veleti was devastated, but 

when Adelwold’s messengers arrived, petitioning her for marriage, Veleti knew who had 

perpetrated the crime. Adelwold’s “Rangers” were the worst kept secret in the land. 

Adelwold had them assassinate her husband so he could marry her and legitimize his 

claim to Genild without more war. 

Everyone thought Veleti would give in to Adelwold’s demands, or abdicate rule to 

her uncle, who vied for leadership, but she didn’t. Instead, Veleti dried her tears. Her 

first official action as chieftess was to bury the messengers alive, and then she 



demonstrated an as yet unknown wit and charisma, recruiting other nearby tribes. Her 

methods were brutal and barbaric compared to her late husband’s, but they eventually 

convinced Adelwold to abandon his conquest of the “barbarian” tribes. 

Years passed after Adelwold’s retreat, and Veleti never forgot her vendetta. She 

vowed to tear down all that Adelwold built, and has been working to unite the barbarian 

tribes, not for a kingdom, but for her own personal army. She is finally ready to wage 

war. 

 

Docin 

 Docin is one of Herstrel’s rangers. He has a toxic attitude, but maintains his 

position because he works hard and is willing to do even the dirtiest jobs. Either he 

enjoys the killing, or the stress of constant threat of death away from home is getting to 

him. He sometimes goes a little overboard in the completion of his duties, killing first 

and asking questions later, losing his temper, or expressing downright abusive behavior 

toward new recruits or even helpless civilians. 

Docin grew up an orphan on the streets of the Chep capital and has a distaste for 

authority. He only stays with the rangers because he has no skills for anything but 

combat, his attitude won’t fly anywhere else, and the rangers have great flexibility in just 

how they complete their missions. 



	

Locations	

Chep	
Situated in the northwest of Chephyem, Chep is the seat of power for the 

kingdom, and the birthplace of its king, Adelwold, who conquered all the neighboring 

tribes and unified the nation. Cheps pride themselves on their history of legendary 

leaders and diplomats, as well as craftsmen. Chep has the most diverse geography in 

Chephyem, with mountains in the west, prairies dominating the middle and south, with 

a forest stretching past what is known to the north. 

	Baede	
Baede holds an unenviable position at the center of the realm, and as such, 

adopted a more peaceable and defensive posture long before the war of unification. This 

nation joined the prospective kingdom first, after only a little fighting, because the 

kingdom of Chep instead offered the amenable Baedes wealth and protection instead of 

conflict, buying them into the union. Now that the war of unification is over, Chep 

provides for most of its defense. Its geographic position makes it a hub of trade between 

the shires. Baede has become only more peaceful. The last earl died without an heir, and 

power was seized by a triumvirate of influential, mercantile, and peaceable women, who 

still rule, and are using their wealth and connections to make the matriarchy a 

permanent fixture. Baede, despite slowly losing land to neighboring tribes before the 

unifications, still enjoys the largest tract of open terrain, and as such, the most 

successful farming industry. 

 



Vistulan	
In the northeast of Chephyem lies Vistulan, the so-called “noble tribe.” Vistulan 

deifies status, and status is the tribe’s most prolific currency. Control of the nation’s 

silver mines made the noble houses of Vistulan rich, and it gives the nobles considerable 

influence over the kingdom, maybe even over the king himself. The wealth of Vistulan 

allowed the upper crust to buy the gaudiest and most impractical clothes. This trend 

became a cultural phenomenon, and everyone, from the top to the bottom, tries to adorn 

themselves in the finest clothes, even just to imitate the social elite. Most tribes of 

Chephyem dress for practicality, but to the Vistulans, demonstrating one’s station is 

practicality. Vistulan’s thegns don’t have the largest military force available in 

Chephyem, but it is the best equipped and motivated. There is lots of real cash to go 

around, and this is paramount to Vistulan’s survival as the north-east border of 

Chephyem is adjacent to the savage land of barbarians, and receives the majority of their 

attention. Vistulan is constantly raided and pillaged by marauding tribes, and it has 

become clear that the barbarians are making a concerted effort to take or destroy the 

mines, making not inconsiderable progress. 

 

Daera	
The saying goes, “Daerans live and die in the forest.” Seeing as how the southeast 

section of Chephyem is exclusively forest, the saying is apt. Very few Daerans ever feel 

the need to leave their forest. It’s like their own little fortress. and they enjoy great 

freedom there; perhaps that’s why the Daeran People are so fiercely independent, and 

why they fought tooth and nail against the Chephyem alliance. Most of their population 



was decimated before they surrendered. Most Daerans, the ones that remember life 

before the monarchy, still harbor a bitter resentment toward King Adelwold. 

 Daerans mostly sustain themselves by hunting, and they are extremely proficient 

at it. Their lives, their crafts, and traditions revolve around the patterns of the forest. 

Daera is the shire of Eardwulf’s home village, Lairk. 

  



Additional	World	Information	

The	Hidden	People	
 All over Chephyem and beyond, tales are told of the “Hidden People” or 

“huldofolk,” squat, unusual goblinoids that hide in the forest and may help or hinder 

travelers with their pranks. The tales say that they are either born from the trees or just 

use the trees the way a normal person would use a door, opening it and stepping 

through to the world of mortals. What they want or how they live is a complete mystery. 

It is believed that they like sweets, and that placing sweets on the edge of the forest may 

appease them, and convince them to leave a traveler alone. 

 In reality, the Hidden People are extra-dimensional fae-creatures. They used to 

have a relationship with humans, but crimes committed against them in the past have 

turned their visits infrequent and clandestine. Normal relationships with the Hidden 

People are so ancient that no living human even properly remembers the tales. Hidden 

People vary wildly in shape and size, but the ones who visit the human world the most 

really are squat and goblinoid. It’s also true that these little creatures do like sweets. 

What they like more is a traveler who treats them with respect. “Respect” in their culture 

means to be conversed with normally and treated as if they are not an oddity. Identity 

means a great deal to the fae. Certain fae will even attempt to steal from or trade with a 

human to obtain that human’s identity. In that case, the Hidden Person will shift 

magically to assume that person’s appearance and mannerisms, and then continue to 

live that person’s life in the human world. The human whose identity has been stolen is 

trapped in the land of Fae forever, unless they can somehow earn their way back, which 

would be very awkward for the Hidden Person who replaced them. Stealing someone’s 



identity is like a narcotic to a fae. It gives them pleasure and may even take them one 

step close to their “final form,” a type of Huldufolk nirvana. 

 

Religion	in	Chephyem	
 The tribes of Chephyem believe in a very small pantheon of gods, each of them 

having domain in the sky. First among the gods is Rof, the sky god, who rules over all 

other gods and tries to keep them in line. Cen (chen) is the cloud god. Harfaest is the 

Goddest of rain and the only god considered female for some reason. It is likely because 

Cheps consider rain gentle and purifying. Byr (beer) is the wind god and Fonfyr is the 

god of lightning. Chephyem citizens believe that it is disagreements between these gods 

that causes severe thunderstorms. 

 In reality, none of these are true and none of these gods actually exist. The 

weather is a natural phenomenon explained by the uneven heating of the plane’s surface 

combined with certain fantastic atomic activity in the atmosphere. 

  



 

Story	Synopsis	
 Eardwulf joins the rangers and trains for months to learn the skills necessary for 

their mission to travel to the barbarian lands and assassinate their leader. During 

training, Eardwulf runs afoul of Docin, a veteran ranger with a toxic personality. 

Eardwulf’s refusal roll over for Docin puts them at odds. 

The rangers set out on their journey but providing food for the larger force proves 

challenging, so they have to take over a town and requisition food. During the operation, 

Eardwulf catches Docin murdering a civilian and is too late to stop him. Eardwulf is 

appalled when Docin is not punished. 

 The rangers arrive at their destination and scope out the barbarian capital. They 

plan to set the city on fire and cause chaos while the ranger chief assassinates the leader. 

Eardwulf is put on the arson squad under Docin’s command. They set the fire, but get 

cornered when a group of armed men spot them and a battle starts. A woman fighting 

among the men is cornered by Docin, and Docin, in his rage and insanity, drags her off 

to teach her a lesson. Eardwulf got separated and is injured before he defeats his 

opponents. He limps back to the scene and follows the screams to the scene of Docin’s 

crime. Bleeding out, but enraged, Eardwulf stabs Docin in the back before he can rape 

and murder the woman. Before Eardwulf loses consciousness, he learns that the woman 

was their target. He is taken prisoner.  

  



Story	Excerpt	
 

“I’ll go,” Docin said. 

Eardwulf’s heart skipped a beat, and the words left his mouth almost as a reflex. 

“I’ll go, too.” This earned him a hateful glare from the veteran ranger, but Eardwulf 

ignored him. 

“Fine,” Herstrel said. He looked to the other rangers cradling their bows in the 

grove. “Anyone else? Come now, easy job. Volunteer or I will start volunteering you at 

random.” 

 “When Herstrel wants volunteers, every swinging cock with a bow in his hand 

should be rushing to help!” Docin’s voice echoed through the trees and back over the dry 

plain. “Do you want to eat or not?” 

 Eardwulf cringed, but the other rangers did start volunteering for the raid. 

 “Good,” Herstrel said when he had his squad. “Speaking of bows, leave yours 

behind, and drop the cloaks as well. We can’t enter the village as rangers. Seaxes only. 

Be ready to move, soon.” 

 Eardwulf sighed as he dropped his bow and quiver into the crook of a tree. His 

unclasped his cloak, and used it to dab at the sweat on his brow. The sparse trees and 

unforgiving noon sun in Gineld drained his energy with every step. 

 Wan paced over to Eardwulf and sat in the shade. He still wore his cloak. “Why 

did you volunteer? Do you think Docin will warm up to you if you just annoy him every 

chance you get?” 



 Elijah loosened his jerkin and peeled off the undershirt, made soggy with sweat. 

“If Docin is going to be dealing with commonfolk, I want to be there to watch him. The 

gods know Herstrel won’t do anything if Docin starts acting the snake.” 

 “And, what? You’re going to do something?” Wan asked. “You’ve been a ranger 

for less than a season, and Docin has killed more men than gangrene. The only reason 

he hasn’t left your body to rot in a field is because Herstrel wouldn’t like it.” 

 “I’m not just going to let him do whatever he wants to whoever he wants. An 

unarmed farmer is just Docin’s type of prey,” Eardwulf said. He slipped the beaten 

leather jerkin over his bare chest and stabbed his seax into an improvised cloth belt. 

“What do you think? Do I look like a highwayman?” 

 “A baby highwayman.” 

 Elijah smiled and clapped Wan on the shoulder. “Watch over my stuff, will you?” 

 “Yeah, no problem.” Wan watched Eardwulf walk out onto the prairie and 

shouted. “Come back in one piece, will you?” 

 “No problem.” 

 The breeze carried sweet relief over Eardwulf’s bare arms as he and the other 

rangers marched in motley fashion toward the village. 

 “We’ll hit the village fast,” Herstrel said. “Cause panic. Keep any heroes on their 

back feet. Rough some of them up, but kill only if you have to. Round them all up at the 

well. Anyone who goes to get their offering has one of us with them. Understand?” 

 The rangers offered a short, deep bark in unison. 

 “Alright. Let’s go. Charge! Roar!” 

 The rangers in bandit dress quickened to a run and charged across the field 

toward the little farming village while they cried for blood at the top of their lungs. The 



goats noticed the band first, as they started to shuffle about and bleat. The rangers 

almost reached the first hut before a woman investigated the ruckus. She poked her 

head out the door just in time to be grabbed by one of the rangers and thrown to the 

ground. Two other rangers stormed into the doorless entry left in her wake, shouting 

and stripping whatever the family owned, looking for goods. 

 Eardwulf stayed behind Docin. He watched as the veteran ranger struck a goat 

herder across the face and dragged the man by his shirt collar toward the well at the 

center of the village. Eardwulf watched Docin so closely that an axe head swung close 

enough to shave a year off Eardwulf’s life. Only Eardwulf’s quick reflexes saved him. An 

old man with a simple woodcutter’s axe jumped out from behind a wall Eardwulf passed 

and took his shot. The gray old man still wore a Genild warrior’s shaven temple haircut 

and scars told the story of battles past. 

 “Come on! Come on, young’un!” the spry old warrior taunted. “Take my animals, 

will ya? I’ll bloody split your skull!” 

 Eardwulf dodged back to avoid a mighty strike toward his neck and the weighty 

axe breezed by his face. The old man over-committed to the blow with the heavy tool 

and could not offer another strike before Eardwulf closed the distance. Eardwulf 

reached to arrest the man’s swinging arm, but something knocked the wind out of his 

lungs. The old man switched his grip on the axe and drove the handle into Eardwulf’s 

ribs. He drove Eardwulf to the ground with his shoulder and raised the axe. He stood 

silhouetted with the sun at his back. Prone, with only a seax, Eardwulf didn’t have a 

hope of stopping the plummeting cleaver. 

 Another black outline sprinted into view, drove a heavy blade into the old man’s 

ribs, and tackled him to the ground. A woman cried out. The old man still wiggled and 



fought, but the second shadow crawled on top of him and finished him with a stab up 

behind his breastbone. 

Eardwulf squinted into the sunlight as the second shadow stood from the kill. 

“That happened because you went to take him down instead of killing him. I hope 

you learned your lesson, pup,” Docin said. 

Eardwulf ground his teeth. 

“Did you feel bad for him?” Docin asked. “Did you not take him serious because 

you thought he was a dried-up old man?” 

When Eardwulf didn’t answer, Docin just chuckled and walked back to the well. 

Eardwulf picked himself up from the trampled dirt and slapped away the dust as he 

rejoined the group. The other rangers already had most of the town under control with 

the people huddled together around the well. The woman who cried out upon the old 

man’s death still sobbed. 

 

To be continued… 
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